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How Can We Prevent the Pregnant Women from Having COVID-19 Without Using 
Vaccines?
Introduction: COVID-19 is a disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection that is affecting all kinds of populations nowadays, 
independent of age, gender, co-morbidities or not, and also, can affect pregnant women. There were some deaths reported 
in some countries of pregnant women after COVID-19 vaccination and in Brazil, there is a rule to prohibit the vaccination 
of pregnant women after these incidents. Purpose; to demonstrate that pregnant women has chakras’ energy deficiencies 
(reduced immune system), as the same deficiency in the entire population nowadays, classifying them as immune-depressant 
and not immune-competent, demonstrated in the article Energy Alterations and Chakras’ Energy Deficiencies and Propensity 
to SARS-CoV-2 Infection. Methods: thought one case report of the pregnant patient with chakras’ energy centers deficient in 
energy in all six of seventh chakras’ energy centers. Results: the patients were orientated to begin the intake of medications in 
high concentrations such as homeopathic according to the theory Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements Based on 
Traditional Chinese Medicine and crystal-based medications to replenish these energies to fortify the immune system and also, 
and the intake of SARS-CoV-2 nosodium ( homeopathy medications using patients with SARS-CoV-2 secretions to do these 
medications in a very high diluted ) to prevent the acquisition of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Conclusion: the pregnant patient 
has low energy in the chakras’ energy centers and the treatment of this condition before, during, and after the pregnancy is of 
paramount importance to prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection, fortifying the immune system of all these patients when the use of 
the vaccine is not recommended or has any side effect that can cause doubt in the prescription of this way of prevention and 
other forms of preventions should be sought, fortifying the energy and the immune system of pregnant and no pregnant women 
nowadays.
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